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I.  INTRODUCTION.

The Proposed Decision adopts modifications to the investor-owned utilities’ (“IOU”) virtual net energy metering (“VNEM”) tariffs to facilitate pairing with energy storage systems.

---

Specifically, the Proposed Decision approves Alternative #1 from an August 14, 2017 Ruling, which requires a non-import relay to be installed to ensure net energy metering ("NEM") integrity, but acknowledges that this solution needs to be enhanced to allow energy storage systems to consume a minimal amount of grid energy to power their control systems. The Proposed Decision also cites comments made by Southern California Edison Company ("SCE") that proposed to set a threshold amount in any single billing interval beyond which NEM credits would be forfeited for that billing cycle, which the Commission staff is directed to address through a public workshop following the issuance of the Final Decision.

CESA strongly supports the Proposed Decision and believes that the adoption of Alternative #1 will ensure that the benefits of paired energy storage systems are accessible to customers, such as multi-family and multi-tenant buildings, that may not be able to take advantage of rooftop solar due to space limitations, building positioning and shading issues, or economic reasons. This development will also support the state’s shift toward the use of more time-of-use ("TOU") and other dynamic rates, although CESA believes that the Commission must also separately address the issue of the lack of economic signals for VNEM customers to pair VNEM generators with energy storage systems. Importantly, CESA agrees with the Proposed Decision in rejecting Alternative #2, which other parties also found to be complex, administratively costly, and artificially limiting to what a paired energy storage could provide. While CESA is generally in favor of multiple pathways to interconnect under the VNEM tariff, Alternative #2 is not the most efficient or appropriate way to do so.

CESA is thus generally supportive of the Proposed Decision, but recommends in these comments that the Commission modify Alternative #1 to allow for non-physical import relay functions and/or data sharing provisions to also be allowed under the VNEM tariff to facilitate
energy storage systems to be paired with VNEM generators. CESA also offers comments on whether never allowing for charging from the grid by VNEM-paired energy storage systems is the desired long-term policy outcomes, as there are resilience and backup power benefits of allowing for this, so long as billing or other mechanisms are in place to protect NEM integrity.

II. ALTERNATIVE #1 SHOULD BE MODIFIED TO ALLOW FOR CONTROL FUNCTIONS EQUIVALENT TO A PHYSICAL NON-IMPORT RELAY.

CESA supports the Proposed Decision’s adoption of Alternative #1. However, as written, the Proposed Decision may limit pairing energy storage systems with VNEM generators only when physical non-import relays are installed to protect NEM integrity. However, given the high cost of such protection relays, few developers have used this configuration to interconnect under the NEM tariff. CESA recommends that Alternative #1 be modified to allow inverters and software controls to be sufficient for pairing energy storage systems with VNEM generators that provide the equivalent function as a non-import relay. Some manufacturers have designed relay functions internal to their devices that are easier to install and more economical.

The California Solar Energy Industries Association (“CALSEIA”) filed a Petition for Modification (“PFM”) on September 1, 2017, which CESA supported, that proposes to use a voltage-controlled configuration to allow DC-coupled storage systems paired with NEM generators to ensure NEM integrity and interconnect under the NEM tariff.\(^2\) A similar control function approach – using inverters in this case but in other non-physical ways as well – could apply here with energy storage systems paired with VNEM generators.

Additionally, some developers are developing configurations with current transformers (“CTs”) that capture granular second-by-second data that is able to ensure NEM integrity by

verifying that all stored energy is indeed from the NEM-eligible generation. Energy storage developers who are willing to share this data with the IOUs to verify NEM integrity should also be given a pathway to interconnect under the VNEM tariff.

CESA thus recommends that the Commission modify Alternative #1 to allow not only a non-import relay but also non-import control functions and/or data sharing provisions.

III. **NEVER ALLOWING GRID CHARGING FROM ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS PAIRED WITH VIRTUAL NET ENERGY METERING SYSTEMS MAY NOT BE THE DESIRED LONG-TERM POLICY OUTCOME.**

In our comments to the Ruling, CESA recommended that the Commission consider whether never allowing for grid charging is the desired long-term policy outcome. CESA noted that there may be instances where grid charging is needed to provide emergency backup to the multi-family and multi-tenant buildings during significant grid outages, and/or to allow vendors to better guarantee their services and customer savings by having a backup ‘fuel source’ from the grid. In effect, by never allowing for grid charging, the paired energy storage system will only be used to shift the VNEM generation, when in fact this energy storage system could provide additional resilience and backup power benefits to communities and customers. CESA maintains that NEM integrity can be ensured by developing new billing or other mechanisms that allow VNEM credits to be forfeited for grid-charged stored energy. CESA thus recommends that the Commission direct action (e.g., workshops, working groups) to explore ways in which these paired energy storage systems can be unlocked to provide multiple customer benefits and grid services by creating a more flexible framework in which these paired energy storage systems can enhance VNEM generators while providing other uses. Energy storage systems are uniquely flexible and limiting these systems to single uses represents potential lost opportunities to increase its utilization and provide additional benefits.
IV. CONCLUSION.

CESA appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments on the Proposed Decision and looks forward to working with the Commission and parties going forward in this proceeding.
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